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Sophie Theallet's  yellow-and-black floral print des ign for a fabric that was  incorporated into her ST Collection and regis tered with the United
States  Copyright Office. Image credit: Sophie Theallet

 
By Milton Springut

A recent lawsuit, filed in Texas and then transferred to New York, pits luxury fashion designer Sophie Theallet
against Swedish discount retailer H&M.

The suit illustrates how the new world of social media and social influencers has affected both the marketing of
luxury and fashion goods and enforcement of designers' rights.

Ms. Theallet's complaint tells a common story: a low-cost copyist rips off a designer's creativity. But it also reflects a
new reality: the heavy use of social media and influencers, both by fashion designers and design copyists.

This new reality impacts both Ms. Theallet's legal claims and enforcement of her rights.

Theallet promotes new collection through social media
Ms. Theallet is  a fashion designer, made famous when her creations were worn by, among others, then-First Lady
Michelle Obama.

In 2016, she created a yellow-and-black floral print design for a fabric (see lead photo above).

Ms. Theallet registered the fabric design in the U.S. Copyright Office and created a collection incorporating that
design (dubbed the ST Collection), which, she alleges, "embodies a comfortable look and feel e.g., flowing dresses
and a loungey jumpsuit."

When combined with the fabric pattern, that gives her ST Collection a distinctive look, protected (she claims) as
"trade dress."

Even before the new ST Collection went to market, Ms. Theallet and her company were busy promoting it.

As her complaint alleges, "[f]or emerging designers, such as Ms. Theallet, it is  understood in the fashion industry
that dressing celebrities and social media influencers' is  the most effective form of marketing available. Instagram
is widely recognized as the leading platform for influencer marketing.'"
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So, Ms. Theallet provided garments from the new ST Collection to celebrities to be worn at various events.

Prominent among these was Kendall Jenner, "the most followed model on Instagram."

In 2017, Ms. Jenner posted pictures of herself and other models wearing Ms. Theallet's items, which garnered over
2.5 million "likes" and nearly 200,000 comments.

Another photo of Ms. Jenner wearing Ms. Theallet's jumpsuit was posted on Snapchat. The photo went "viral" and
was featured on several fashion blogs. Several other celebrities wore her garments at events or television
appearances, and then posted photos on their Instagram accounts.

This marketing strategy, Ms. Theallet alleges, is  crucial to driving consumer demand:

The association of a clothing brand with a celebrity whom millions of consumers "follow" drives the sale of
consumer-ready clothes, which in turn fuels the profitability of fashion retailers. This is the model that Plaintiffs
employed by dressing Ms. Jenner and other celebrities in the distinctive ST Collection garments for high profile
events, eliciting millions of views and responses. The social media attention and other forms of publicity that
surround celebrity fashion choices drew attention to Plaintiffs' brand and anticipation for the upcoming consumer
line.

So Ms. Theallet's pre-release marketing efforts seemed to be succeeding millions were exposed to her new design
and collection.

But, someone else was also watching discount retailer H&M.

H&M, in fact, already had a relationship with Ms. Jenner on other projects, and "followed" her Instagram account.

Sophie Theallet dress  compared to the H&M jumpsuit. Image credits : Sophie Theallet, H&M

Theallet discovers H&M is copying and brings suit
Ms. Theallet discovered the problem with H&M on social media.

In 2018, a Turkish Instagram poster named Marka Klonlari posted a photo of a model wearing Ms. Theallet's
jumpsuit next to one of H&M's jumpsuits. Klonlari's Instagram page, https://www.instagram.com/markaklonlari/, is
dedicated to posts showing inexpensive copies of high-fashion designs.

Ms. Klonlari's post included the tag #sophietheallet, and that came to the attention of someone at Ms. Theallet's
company. Ms. Theallet then posted the comparison on her own Instagram account, and scolded H&M for its "blatant
copying of her designs."

Rather than stop selling its [allegedly] copied collection, H&M used its own social media strategy. It promoted the
copied items on its own account, and several media bloggers and Instagram posters followed suit.

This misappropriation of Ms. Theallet's designs apparently caused her marketing strategy to falter. H&M, in effect,
not only misappropriated Ms. Theallet's designs, but it captured the market perception of the new design as Ms.
Theallet's.

So Ms. Theallet filed suit alleging copyright and trade dress infringement, as well as unfair competition.

https://www.instagram.com/markaklonlari/


How social media marketing impacts Theallet's legal claims
While the core of Ms. Theallet's complaint presents a garden variety story of design piracy, the heavy use of social
media by both sides impacts the claims.

Copyright claim

Ms. Theallet's strongest claim appears to be copyright infringement. Her registered fabric design indeed seems to
have been closely copied by H&M.

Social media promotion makes one difference here.

To show copyright infringement, generally one must show that the defendant copied the design. Unlike a patent,
independent creation is not an infringement.

Since direct evidence of copying rarely can be found, over the years courts have developed a two-step way of
evidencing copying: access and substantial similarity.

If the defendant had access to the design, and the defendant's design is very similar, then copying will be presumed.

Once a design is publicly released, then access is easy to prove anyone can purchase an item and copy it.

The Theallet case illustrates how access can be shown even prior to release.

Ms. Theallet's marketing strategy called for significant publicity through social media and celebrity wearing of her
designs well before release of her collection to the public. The Instagram account of her chosen influencer, Kendall
Jenner, was followed by the defendant, H&M.

H&M and the whole fashion industry thus clearly had access to Ms. Theallet's designs well before she released
them to the public. This is one way that social media impacts enforcement: as soon as a design is promoted,
copyists have access, and can copy the design.

While this fact eases Ms. Theallet's legal burden of proof, it also accelerates the time in which fashion designers
may be victims of copying.

Trade dress claim

Ms. Theallet's trade dress claim seems much weaker.

For one thing, what Ms. Theallet's trade dress exactly is, is  poorly defined. Courts require a claimed "trade dress" to
be well defined before they will enforce it.

Second, such a claim requires a showing that the public associates the design with a single designer, not merely
viewing it as aesthetically pleasing.

Although her complaint points to some media comments that support this contention, it is  undercut by the fact that
H&M entered the market before her, and, as she claims, undermined her marketing efforts.

This timeline H&M's infringement commenced before Ms. Theallet ever released her collection for sale means that
it is  much harder for Ms. Theallet to prove that her designs are strongly associated only with her.

But one aspect that may support her claim is H&M's own marketing efforts.

Ms. Theallet's complaint alleges that H&M has in the recent past partnered with other designers Balmain and
Giambattista Valli to market ready-to-wear versions of their high-end designs. This has included use of the same
influencer, Ms. Jenner, and extensive Instagram promotion.

Ms. Theallet alleges that these marketing campaigns bore a "striking" similarity to what H&M did to promote its
knockoff line, with one big difference: her design was pirated, while the other designers' were licensed.

The average consumer would likely be mislead into believing that H&M and Ms. Theallet had a similar
arrangement.

That is what the law calls "confusion as to sponsorship," which means that the consumer is misled to believe that the
defendant's products are sponsored or licensed by the plaintiff.

The use of a very similar marketing arrangement by H&M, and its prior history of partnering with other designs,
makes it more likely that consumer will believe that H&M and Ms. Theallet have entered into a similar arrangement,
especially given the close similarity of the designs.



 

Takeaways
So what lessons can designers, luxury goods makers and fashion houses learn?

Secure foundation of rights early. As we have written before, the default rule in American law is that anything
not protected by some legal right is free for copying. That means that the designer has to secure these rights. In
the age of social media where new designs, even before release, are viewed by millions, early foundation
work is crucial.

Monitor social media. Monitoring social media for possible knockoffs is a quick way to be alerted early on as
to possible issues. Searches for the brand name (#BrandX) may reveal important intelligence about how the
market is viewing the brand.

Monitor so-called copycat sites. Sites devoted to shaming knockoffs can reveal valuable intelligence about
infringers.

THE SOPHIE THEALLET case is a good case study for how social media and influencers have come to dominate
promotion of fashion items. It also illustrates how this new marketing reality affects enforcement of legal rights in
the fashion industry, and the lessons that designers need to learn to enhance their ability to enforce these rights.
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